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 Family Update 

When Greater Clarity Equals Greater Confidence 

Eye Recommend has signed a contract with Zeiss, the leader in precision optics for over 165 
years. They will be designing and manufacturing lenses under our Doctor Recommend brand 
name.  German engineering and precision at private label pricing. These include digital single 
vision and progressive lenses as well as digital computer lenses. Their newest digitally designed 
lens is called DriveSafe, available in both single vision and progressive. Ask yourself: Is it hard 
for you to see objects quickly when driving in low light conditions like rain, twilight or night? 
Are you bothered by glare from oncoming headlights? Do your current glasses give you 
problems when scanning the road, mirrors and dashboard. Benefits of Zeiss DriveSafe lenses 
include better vision in low light conditions, reduced glare from oncoming car headlights and 
streetlights and clearer viewing of the dashboard, rear-view and side mirrors and the road 
ahead. My real life experience with these lenses is that the difference was not subtle but 
instead I was amazed at the difference. There was less glare from the road surface, LED street 
lighting and oncoming headlights. The specialized coating Zeiss has put on their DriveSafe 
lenses helps prevent glare, as they proved through vigorous testing with headlight 
manufacturer HELLA. Night time driving and pedestrian safety is in the news. Try these lenses. 
If you are not 100% satisfied with them, I will refund you the purchase price of the lenses. 

 
 
Office Hours Contact Information 

Monday: 8:30AM – 5:00PM 
Tuesday: 8:30AM – 5:00PM 
Wednesday: 11:00AM – 7:00PM 
Thursday: 8:30AM – 5:00PM 
Friday: 9:00AM – 2:00PM 
 
First Saturday 
Of the month 9:00AM – 2:00PM 
 
Closed Saturdays June-August 
 
 

Tel: (416) 485-5233 
Email:  
cassandra@yorkmillseyecare.com 
emily@yorkmillseyecare.com 
Website: 
www.yorkmillseyecare.com 
 
 

The second month of the year is here, last month of winter? It is also the shortest month of 
the year but can seem like the longest.  My son is in his second last year at Rotman, University 
of Toronto, works part-time at Popeye’s Supplements and is keen on lifting weights, lately 
deadlifting 405 lbs.  My daughter is also in her second last year of Biomedical Engineering at 
Ryerson University and works part-time at the Latvian Centre. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A Face is Like A Work of Art.  It Deserves a Great Frame! 

Are Virtual Reality Headsets Dangerous for Our Eyes? 

I am proud to announce that York Mills Eye Care is the first to carry the Zeiss Eyewear Collection in Toronto. Unsurpassed quality 
and design with a two year warranty, like all of the other frames that we carry. These include Maui Jim, Xavier Garcia Barcelona, 
Glacée Canada, RayBan, Nature Eyes – True Recycled Eyewear, Evatik, Headlines, La Matta, Kräve Belgium, Imago, Kliik Denmark, 
Fysh UK, Easy Clip. 

 

 

Virtual reality (VR) headsets are becoming increasingly mainstream. Their ability to create an immersive experience and transport 
us to another place makes them fascinating. However, little is known about the effects of this technology on our eyes and eyesight.  

Most VR headsets contain two small LCD monitors, each projected at one eye, creating a stereoscopic effect which gives users the 
illusion of depth. These monitors are positioned very close to the eyes and have caused experts to wonder about possible negative 
effects, especially when used for long periods of time. These concerns are real, because eye strain is likely whenever one focuses on 
an object for an extended period of time, like when we watch a long movie or stare at our computer or smart phone all day.  

Most VR headset manufacturers have put in place warnings for children. This is important because a child’s visual system continues 
to develop throughout childhood. Extended exposure to the awkward visual posture created by VR headsets can alter the 
development of focusing, tracking and depth perception.  

“Cybersickness”, a form of motion sickness associated with VR headsets, is also know to occur when there is a mismatch of visual 
information and known body position.  

Virtual reality is constantly advancing and new technologies and applications are regularly emerging. For now, the best advice is to 
pay attention to warnings that come with VR headsets, limit time spent in the virtual world, and ensure that all users have regular, 
comprehensive eye examinations to ensure eye health and contribute to overall health. 

 

 
Myopia Control 

CooperVision released a myopia control daily disposable contact lens for children in Canada last month called MiSight. This follows 
a 3 year multi-site study that shows that this new contact lens design is effective in slowing myopia (nearsightedness) progression 
in children by 59%.  

The prospective, multi-centre, double-masked, randomized 3 year study enrolled 144 myopic children aged 8-12 from Singapore, 
Canada (Waterloo), England and Portugal.  

Approximately, 29% of Canadian children will be myopic by the age of 12 so any strategies/tools at our disposal to address this 
epidemic are seem as a welcome development. Myopia significantly increases the risk of retinal detachment and is associated with 
a higher prevalence of glaucoma and cataracts.  

For more information on this lens, please visit the CooperVision website at www.coopervision.ca. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 


